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Abstract ment of fonnal verification. As in other areas, such ~
..software programs or ~ communication protocols, the

Nets. process algebras and modal logics are alternative ifi ab. f di .
tal h d ts t deal.TL. k spec c on o gt ar ware componen musrepresentations of concurrent pro~esses. " rIIS wor with objects which are concurrent in nat\B"e. Peui nets,

tackles the pro.blem of d~composln$ a .subclass of ess al ebras and tem ral 10 .c are fonnalisms

~nterp~e~ed ~etrl nets used In the specijicatlo~ of delay- ~table to ;odel'concurren~ and ~mmunication [10].
InsensitIve Interface protocols of VLSI chips called
signal transition graphs. The decomposition procedure Digital asynchronous design, which does not assum.e
generates a representation of the graph in Milner's a g.lobal. clock t~ implem.ent sequt?ncing and c~mun.l-
Calculus of Communication Systems (CCS) such that catIon, IS attractl~g con.s~de~le .mterest, especi3;Uy ill
the behavioral properties of the protocol are preserved. the area of delay-msensltlve C1OCUlts. The absb'OCtlon of
The resulting protocol representation in CCS is timing from sequence in delay-insensitive circuits
compositional and amenable to formal methods of makes them i~eal candidates to. specifica~on using the
verification. For instance, the Edinburgh Concurrency above fonnal~ms. Not surpnslngly thiS has been
Workbench has been utilized to study the behaviour of recentlyan ~tlve research area.
proto~t:>ls which were originally represented by signal In the Peui net thread, signal transition graphs have
translllon graphs. reen used to specify and synthesize delay-insensitive

1 Introduction circuits [2]. Independently action graphs, a generaliza-

liming diagrams are commonly used to describe the ~on o~ ~TG 's, hav~ ~n a.pplied to the design of delay-
interface behaviour of hardware components. Signal msensltlve bus arbitration Interf~es [4].
transition graphs (STG) have been used to specify inter- Composition is an important property exploited in
f~ing protocols which can be derived from timing the work done on hardware specification, verification,
diagrams [4]. An STG is a Peui net dt?Scription of the and synth~i~ using pr.ocess .~geb~: A CSP-lik.e pro-
interface behaviour of components, whIch abstracts out gram descnbmg delay-msensltlve digItal systems IS syn-
unnecessary implementation details. However nets in thesized by applying a ..correct by construction "
general suffer from the complexity problem: while toy JH"ocedure in [7]. A similar approach based on b'OCe the-
problems are easy to solve, large-scale real systems are ory is discussed in [3]. Fonnal verification of delay-
difficult to analyze. Furthennore there is no known pro- insensitive circuits using the l.1-calculus on a CCS speci-
cedure that combines arbitrary Peui nets to construct fication is reponed in [6].
":lore.compl.icated systems. On the other hand compos.i- Temporal logic is more effective in capturing the
tlon IS an mtegral part of process algebras [8]; ~iS correctness of a system behaviolU' such as liveness and
paper present.s a proce:d\B"e, to decompose STG s .mto safety properties. The use of temporal logic in digital
agent expressions ill Milner s Calculus of Co~mu~c~- hardware specification and verification is funher dis-
ing Systems (CCS). As a result the new specification IS cussed in [1].
now composable.

In section 2, related work on the area of specification 3 Protocol specification: an example
of d~lay-.insensitive VLSI. c~uits is introduced. The Protocol descriptions of hardware components are often
5peC;lfi~tlon of a bus.arbllra~on proto.col serves .~ a offered by the manuf~turer in the fonn of timing dia-
motivatiOn example. ill s~tlon. 3. SIgnal transition grams. STG's have reen used to design and implement
graphs are present~ In ~tlon 4 ill .the cont.ext o.f hard- delay-insensitive bus arbitration interfaces for micropro-
,!"are .prot<x:ol specIficatIon. In section 5 Milner s CCS cessor-based systems. The set of primitive implemenu-
IS b~e~y mtroduced. The ~oc~ure to deco:mpose tion blocks Includes two-state asynchronous state
STG s Into CCS agent expressions is expounded ill sec- machines event detectors mutual-exclusion blocks and
tion 6. This paper concludes with the final remarks and connecto~ [5]. ,
future work. F . I h th .. di f f 11 . Igure a s ows e timIng agram o a u y-mter-

2 Related work locked handshake bus arbitralion protocol. A potential

Traditionally either simulation or exhaustive verification master requests the bus to the arbiter by setting the value
have been used to prove corTectness of VLSI systems. of its REQ signal to true. When the input signal ACK is
However as the system complexity increases, the use of set to true by the arbiter, the requestor can take over the
fonnal verification methods becomes imperative. For- data transfer bus (DTB). At the completion of the trans-
mal specification is playing a major role in the develop- fer the master gives up the bus by resetting REQ and



waits until the arbiler ha. reset ACK to initiale another Input ports accept incoming signals generated in output

cycle. pons. A protocol enfo,;es the comctlransfer of in(or-

Fi~ure Ib shows the signal lransition gr-..ph corre- mation by defining the order (and timing) of elemenlary

spondingto the timing diagram. Nodes in the STG rep- operations. The elemenlary ~rations in the ,""otocol

resenl sIgnal lransitions and edges describe the are called actions. SIgnal transItions are used to encode

precedence betWeen b"ansilions. Tokens indicate the ini- ocbonS.

tial s""e of the protocol. Output signal lransitions are 4.1 Ports and signal lransitions

denoled by placIng a bar on top of the name. Observe .

that il is not clear from the timing diagram if r+ must Pons are deslgnaled ~y unIque names. Input pon.names

wait for lransition ~-. which is fonnally specified in the are wntten ~,b.. c,.whlle output pon names are wntlen a.

gr-..ph. b, c. Eoch pan of mpul/output pons (Q. a) ts a.sumed to

be connecled through a wire. Transitions in the (binary)

r+ , value of a pon are denoled by suffixing an +1- symbol to

~ 1+ the pon ~e. For example a+ represents a positive

REQ
~ + . ~ lransition inthevalueoftheoutputponawhichiscon- b+ nected to the mput pon ~. ACK + I. The alphabet T is the sel of all signal transitions b- TransItions a+ and a- are called opposile transitions.

DTB b+ b When the type of lransition is no1 imponant we shall use

r- the notation a! ffJ a+ fJ a-. For each transition a! its

(a) (b) , .opposile lransition is written a!.. For a (binary) signal,

it is true that (a!.). = a!. The alphabet T is !"'rIilioned

Figure t Fully-handshake bus arbitration protocol into disjoint sets, ea:h containing the transitions that a

(a) timing diagram; (b) signal transition graph pon can perfonn. The set of IJ1Insitions that pon a can

The sequential a.pect of lransitions in the ca.e of a perfonn is denoted by A(a) = { a+ JJ-}.

fully-inlerlocked h;;ndshake protocol is evident from the WIre delay is modelled by using tWo different b"ansi-

presence of a unique cycle in its corresponding STG. tions for the signal that propagates through the wire (see

Only one token IS propagated throughout the edges in Figure 3). The tWo signal frames are the initiation of the

this fi"'ph. A more involved bus arbitration protocol IJ1Insition in the output IK>n and the reception of the

used tn the VMEBus standard [12] is shown in Figure 2. IJ1Insition in the input 1'011. Infonnally a delay-insensi-

tive cin:uit does not depend on gale and wire delays for( + ,. its correct operation.

/+ U component component
u+ A B

/ 1 "" a+ ~

r- &- output a ~ in~t

r;\ / pon wire "1 pon

~t. U-

Figure 2 STG describing the VME bus arbitration Figure 3 WIre delay model

protocol 4.1 Signal transition grapbs

One can see that a. mfJe signals !"'rIicipale in a pro- In this section STG's are defined in lenns of a prece-

tocol. the corresponding STG becomes more compli- dence relation and its Petri net represen""ion is pre-

cated The aIm of thts IXipef IS to demonstrale that for sented

the cla.s of valid STG's it is IK>ssible to construct an ...

equivalent CCS expression that can be written a. a par- A bInary relatiOn p (for p~~) IS defined on the

allel composition of agents. The number of agents in the set of lransttlons ! such that a p b iff a! must unmedi-

composition is linear with respect to the number of sig- ately precede b! m .the protocol. AnS!G [2] !S a trIple

nals involved in the protocol. (T, P, Mo) where T IS the sel of IJ1InSIbOns, P IS the pre-

cedence relation, Mo 1;; p- is the initial marking, where

For example the STG shown In FIgure 2 can be p- denotes a multiset of P. The pair (T. P) is a directed

IJ1Insfonned Into the CCS exrresslon Prol E (R I G I graph where T is the set of nodes and P is the set of

GA I B) whereR. G. GA,andB areCCSagents,Therre- edges. Thus there is an edge from 'to b' iff 1 P b'
cedence betWeen lranSl\1onS ts descnbed WIthIn the a a .

agents using synchronization actions. Were another sig- .A b"ansition is enabled by a marking M iff every

nal s added to the protocol, the new CCS expression mcommg ed~e to the tranStbOn belon.g.s to M. Every

would be wriben simply a. Pror = (R I G I GA I B I S). enabled lransltlon can fire. Afler a translbon fires. a new

., , marking M' is obtained from M by removing the firing

4 Signal transition graphs lransition's incoming edges and adding the firing transi-

In this section signal transition gr-..phs are introduced tion's outgoing edges. One token is assigned to each ele-

within the frameworto of digital hardware. Microproces- men! of a marking M .

sor componen.ts lransfer infonnation to one another in 1. W,Ih"" 10" of .ro,rahly ,,,,as , IX"iti,,-l...ic 'K as.,n.d-

the form of sIgnals VIa wIreS that connect their IK>ns. hi.h .i.oal.



A marked Petri net [9] is a quinUJple PN = (Tr, PI, 1, The basic constructs described above cannot model

0, Ma> where Tr is a non-empty set of trnnsitions, PI is a mutual exclusion. An extended model of STG 's incluOC~

non-empty set of places, I:PI"" ~ Tr is the input func. inhibitory/enabling edges to model preconditions to fir-

tion, O:Tr ~ Pi is the output function, and MQ ~ pr ing, and exclusive-OR join and fork consb1Jcts analo.

is the initial marking. The underlying Petri net of a STG gous to the fork and join constructs described above to

is the quintuple (T, P.I, 0, Ma) where model mutual exclusion (cf. [2]). In this paper we only

1 = { «a! .b!), b!) : a! P b!l, and ~~2Sider the basic model of STG's presented in section

0= {(a!.(a!.b!»:a!Pb!l.

Not every STG is a valid one. An STG (T, P. M ) is 4.4 STG operational semantics

said to be valid if it has the foUowing properties: a In this ~tion we give to STG's an operational seman-

i) If a' E T then a'. E T tics close in spirit to the operational semantics given to

2 ..CCS by Milner (see ~tion 5). The firin~ of an enabled
11) There IS at least one sImple cycle contalmng trnnsition a! in marking M is written M 4 M' where M'

both trnnsitions a! and a!.. is the new marking after firing a! .The pair (a! oM') is

iii) In every simple cycle containing both transitions called an imm~ ~!-deriv~ve of M.. I~ general M' ~s

a! and a!., the trnnsitions alternate. an ~a! ...b~.I)-~enVa1lve (or Just denvatIve) of M if

iv) There is one and only one token in each simple M =+ ...=+ M .

cycle of the graph. A labelled transition system is the triple (5, 7:

Some invalid graphs are shown in Figure 4. The {. ~ :t E TI ), when; S is a set ~f states, !.is a set t?f tran-

STG in Figure 4a lacks transition a-. The STG in sltlon labeJs, and ~ ~ 5 x 5 I~ a b"ansItlOn ~latIon for

Figure 4b does not have a cycle containing the aItema- each t E T. We de~!1e the meanIng of an ~;rG In terms of

tion of transitions in }..(a). The STG in Figure 4c has a ~e labelled tranSltIonsyste.m (5M, T, { =+ I~ where 5M

simple cycle with two tokens. In the STG shown in IS the; ~t of reac~le markings from Mo. T IS th,e set 2f

Figure 4d there is no simple cycle with a token contain- ~sl~~ns" and ~ ~ 5M x 5M such that (M oM ) E ~

ing both a+ and a-. iff M ~ M .

A derivation tree of the initial marking Ma is a tree

a+-Q+ a+-Q D+ which collects aU the derivatives of MOo The nodes of " -

D I/ the tree are the reachable markings from Ma. An edge of
"' the tree joining M and M' is labelled with the firing tran.

-a- -sition a! if M ~ M'. Derivation trees are usually inti.
(a) (b) nite. A b"ansition graph can be drawn from a derivation

a+ Q+ a+...Q+ tree by collapsing identical markings, which have the

(JXD U D same immediate d~rivatives,.into a ~ingle nod~. Observe

that concurrency IS treated In our Interpretation as the

a- -a- -interleaving of sequences.

(c) (d) S Calculus or Communicating Systems

Figure 4. Invalid STG's. Let A be a set of oction names and A be the set of cOo

.Because every .edge c~nnects only a pair of transi- names. Lej 't denote the silent action. Finally le1

tlons, the underlymg PetrI net of an STG as defined Act = A u A u l't I ° The set £ of CCS agent expressions

above belongs to the subclass of marked graphs. consists of all expressions generated by the following

4.3 Signal Iransition graph Constructs ~ontext.free production rules, where El' E2 are already

The graphical representation of STG's consists of nodes m £:

cOlTesponding to the transitions of the protocol con- E ::= Nil (Null process)

nected by edges indicating transition precedence. Four .

basic constructs in STG's are shown in Figure 5. X (Process vanable)

Sequence is described by a ~~gle. edge. A ~i~ion a.El (Action Prefix)

spawns other concurrent transItIons In a fork. In a JJIn a

transition is enabled only when aU its predecessors have E 1+E2 (Summation)

already occurred. The fork/join is the most general con-

E IE (C oh
)struct. l 2 omposluon

E l \L (Restriction)
9 5< C( 9 5< .>< El[CP] (Relabelling)

6 O b ~O ~ O 0: transition JJX.El (Recursion)
(a) (b) (c) (d) L ~ Act is ~ set of labels and cP : Act ~-Act is a

F .

5 STG tru ts .

( ) . (b) ti I... ( ) renammg fW1CtIOn such that ""'t) = 't and cp(u) = 'iji:(U'). Igure .cons c .a sequence, or.. c W

th .
I ..T' aI . b edjoin; (d) general fork/join. e use e mte;r.eavmg transItIon sem~tlcs as on.: ..~- a labelled tranSItIon system as presented In [8]. We shall

2. A.{dl~) ~ .I~ a sequmce of translbons. A {dl~) cy~e IS a use frequently the foUowing notation.
path In whidt the Inlbal and the final ~slboos ooInClde. In a slDIple -:- --~
cycle, there are no duplicated llansilioos. 3. FfX an introduclion 10 CCS ~ ( III.



Definition.- The agent (a I. ..., all).P is defined recur- shall give an interpretation to output AND actions in the

sively by context of sync edges-

(... .aj. ...).P .~ aj.«... , ...).P) Thus in our framework actions are par1itioned into

(a).P E a.P two disjoint sets, ActxoR, and ActANV such mat

whereljPjE...+Pj + AC!EAc!XORUActANVU{t/. In me sequel we shall

A ( '
.P . bl f rf .wnte acbOns a, b, c E ActXOR and s, t. U E ActANV.

gent al' ..., a/If IS capa e O pe ornllng each Th .. f naJ .
faction a. a once in any order and men it becomes e.mterpretallon o ~I.e operauo. semanUcs o

agent p III CCS usmg a labelled translUon system m me context of

As .di ed .. 3 ..XOR and AND actions is extended as follows:

scuss In secUon , protocols are cyclic m nature. One may want to differentiate me activation of a I) ~e translUon rules defined m [8] apply only to

transition from one cycle to an~er. This can be done XOR acUons. -

easily by introducing a cycle counter t which pararneter- ii) For AND octions s, s we introduce the following

ires an agent or an oction. For example, A1 E al.I.A1+I AND synchronization rule:

describes me agent which during cycle t can perfonn
sequentially acti?ns a. and s befo.re P£o.Ceeding to me Vi. Aj ~ Aj' a; = s or s

next cycle. The mdeXlng mechanism wIll prove effec- n A I n B Jt n A! I n Btive in the definition of me transitional rule for AND I J I J

actions which is presented in section 6.1. If confusion wim Vj. A (Bfl.n {s,sl = cI>, where A (£) is me syntactic
does not arise. we shall not write the cycle index. son. ?f expression £ and n Aj denotes the parallel corn-

although we shall assume it implicitly. Thus we write posluon of agents Aj.
A. E a.s.A insteJKI of me previous indexed agent expres- For example sonsider me agent D 5 Ao I Bo I CO ,

slon. where A' E a ,1.(.1' .Nill A'+1, B' = s'.b!' .B'+t, and

6 From signal transition graphs to CCS C' E -I:' .~!,.C'+J .A ~ment of me de.rivation tre;e

.descnbmg me rehavlour of agent D IS shown m

agent expressIons Figure 6. After a!' occurs, agent D can perfonn a!'+J or
Desirable features which we look for in a decomposition t. me latter -corresponding to the firing of me AND
procedure are amenability to composition, suitability to octions (.I', S'). After t. bom octions b!' and c!' are

be automated and generation of expressions in standard enabled. Observe that .I' does not belong to me syntactic

concurrent1orm. To achieve me above characteristics in son of A'+J.

our decomposition procedure we take advantage of me
parallelism of ports to yield acompositionaJ description. ( a!'.(? .Nill A'+11 s'.b!' ...I SI.C!' ...)

Also we introduce a special type of synchronizing I Iactions to express precedence between me transitions in + a.

theproloCoI. (?NiIIA'+JlsI.b!r...Is'.c!I...)
The importance of a pon is mat it represents me fin- /"'-.t

est grain in concurrency. In our framework. we try to ~
express maximum concurrency, and thus we associate ( Ar+J I b!' ...I c!' ...)

one age;n.t to ea:h pon. For me sake ?f simplici~y we Figure 6. Partial derivation tree illustrating the
shall ubllZe me retum-to-rero assumpbon according to operational semantics of AND actions.

~hic~ 3;1 me end of a protOC?l ~ycle e,:ery pon returns to Transitions of STG's can be expressed by CCS

!ts on~mal val,!e, although 11 IS !lot difficult to gene~- octions (i.e. a+, a-, a! E Ac.!XOR) and a new set of AND

Ire. mls scenano to agents ha~g larger alp.habets I.n synchronization octions (s. s E Act) is added to Act4.

which me symbols not necessarily alternate (I.e. mulb- ..AND
valued logic pons) or even reach me same final value 6.2 Decomposition procedure

(i.e. non-return-to-zero schemes). We view each pon as an independent process and thus
6,1 XOR and AND synchronization we assign. ~e agent to each pon. Be~o.re stating our
CCS U. al .. d hr ..decompoSIuon JXOCedure, some defimuons come to

opera on semanbcs provi es sync onlZatIon order

between agen~ via composition and complementary actions a and a. possibly localized by restriction. For Defintbon.- For every pon a there IS a CCS agent

example consider the following three agents AJ = a.AJ', S(a).
A2 = a.A2' , and A3 E a.A3. .The composite agent Definition.- For each action a! in the graph the 1an-in

A E (AJ I A21 A3) \ {al has two immediate t-deriva- and1an-out sets of edges are defined respectively by

tives: (Al'IA2'113)\(al ~d (AJ'!.A21A3')\{al. fi(a!)={(b!,a!):b!Pa!Ab!f ').(a) I. and

We call the behavlOll! of ocbons a, a of t~ X°.R = I , ., I ,because only one paIr of complementary acUons IS 10(0.') -1 (a. , b. ) .a. P b. A b. f A(a) I.

allowed to occur. Often we use the shonhand A to denote agent S(a)
We define a new type of actions called AND actions which represe.nts l><i'rt a in. CCS. .The f3;rl-in and fan-out

such mat all of mem must occur simultaneo\lSly. For sets of an. ocbOn a. contaIn, the mco.mmg edg~ to a;IId

example if s, s are AND actions men agent S E (s.SJ' I m~ ou~gomg edg;s from a. respecuvely not mcluding
s.S2' I s.S3') \ Is I has only one t-derivative: (SJ. I S2' I (a. , a! ) and (a! .a!). Bom fi(a!) and 10(0!) may re

S3')\{s}. At first glance it may seem unnecessary to empty.
assen directionality in AND actions. In section 6.2 we 4. AND actiOOI can be limuJ&led in ItandaM ccs.



Definition,- For ""h non-empty fi(a!) there is a. Phase 2 (Suffix);
unique sync action na"" s, associaled to fi(a!). Each Iffo(a!) is empty then S2(a!) = SI(a!.).
actIon n~e s, generales the Input and oulput sync else S2(a!) E SilNil1 silNill...1 SI (a!.)
actions Si, Si E ACtAND.

he -, th ' ,
ed fi(bl) f.w re Si IS e sync actIon name assOC13t to orIn the a"'ence of sync acbons, the ~~..VIOur of ""h each b! ~uch that (a! , b!) E fD(a!).

agent S(a) IS a sequence of acbons a .0 .,.. ad Infinl-
3 f .. th ) SI ,)lum. Sync actions are used to descrire the precedence. I IE(a! ) IS empty en wnte S(a ~ (a ,

retween the XOR actions in the protocol by restricting else write S(a) e ...I saiNill.., I SI (a!)
the initially free. behaviour of ""h agent S(a). Observe where there is a tenn saiNil for each sync action name
that each edge In the graph that c.onnects two acbDns Sai associaled tofi(b!) such that (a!.. b!) E IE(a!.).
relonglng to different pons IS assoc131ed to a sync name. 4, The CCS agent expression Prot thaI comsponds
All edges shanng the same sync name Si are called to the STG is the composition of all agents S(a) wriaen

genencally Si sync edges. as follows:
Lemma 1.- ,The edge (a!.,b!) in an,STG does not Prot~ ( S(a) I... )

have a sync acbon name asSOCIated to It if b! E A(a), O

Proof, Bothfi(b!) andfo(a!) do not contain (a!. b!) if
b! E A(a), ( a+ So The following delinitions are used to determine the X

action a! that is performed lirst by agent S(a). b+ ~
Delinition.- For ""h cycle in a valid STG, the initial ~ ,

edge is the pair (a!. b!) E P such that it also relongs to XSJ b-
the initial marking M.. a- -

Deli '. Th . 1 f S() '
th A=sl.O-,a+.(soNIIIA),nltlOn.- e Inllla actIon 0 .an agent a IS .e B 5 b- b+ (- N] I B) (bofo ole 3)

lirstactlona!EA(a)toappearInasImplecyclecontam- P -(A.Slo-B).sJ I " p
ing both a! and a!" starting from the initial edge. rol -

Lemma 2.- There is a unique initial action for each B ~ slNil1 SI(b-) (afle,olep 3)
pona. SI(b-) = b-.so.b+.(sJNill SI(b-»

Proof. We have to show that if there are severnl sim- Figure 7 Enabling the initial m.'king in CCS agents
pIe cycles containing both a! and a!. all the respective The recursion in step 2 of the decomposition proce-
tokens are cIose,1o only one of the actIons. SuW'se that dure terminates when expression S2(a!.) is expanded in
there are two sImple cycles In the valid STG whIch phase 2. At that moment SI(a!) is recwsively delined by
Include both a! and a!,. such that the token In one of a CCS expression £ which only contains SI(a!) as free
them IS closer to a! while the token In the other cycle IS variable. Step 3 ensures that the initial marking is ini-
closer to a!" .Then one can construct another sImple tially enabled, otherwise the resulting agent could dead-
cycle consIstIng of the two panial paths wIth a token on lock. as sbown in the example shown in Figure 7. Agent
them of each of the cycles. ThIS slmp!e cycle would Prot cannot execute any action with B e SI(b!) delined
contaIn two tokens. wh,ch IS a contr1ldictlOn. after step 2 because A is guarded by action sJ which is

Delinition,- The set of ini'ially enabled edges of an blocked in B. The correct expression for agent B enables
STG is: the sync edge SI of the initial marking (see Figure 7).

IEE e {(a!. b!) : b! e A(a) A (a!, bl) E Mol Delinition.- A pure fort: is represented by a set of

Delinition,- The set of initially enabled edges wr.t, edges ( (a! .bi!) such that each fi(bi!) has cardinality one
an action a! is. andfo(a!) ; U fi(bi!),

lE(a!) ~ lEE '-'fO(a!)

The decomposition procedure recursively wri,tes a:,\:! fo (a') ?'f ""\:' fo (a!) agent S(a) StartIng from Its Inlbal acbon by annotatIng s, s,

sync edges to actions relonging to other agents S(b), Xis,
Input and oulput sync actions are used to represent such b! l' b!
edges. We write Si 10 identify the sync actions corre- c! a!" c! a!"
sponding to the head of a sync edge: likewise input sync Figure 9 Collapsing of sync edges in a pure fo,k
actions Si represent the tail of sync edges. In the case of a pure fork it is possible to associate a

DecompositioD procedure unique sync action name to fo(a!) which replaces the
Given a valid STG : (T, P, M ) do. origin~ s~c actions in the fork'. one for eachfi(bi!), aso shown In FIgure 8.
I. For each pon a and corresponding agent S(a) ., .,

fdidentify the initial action and call it a!. The In,terleavlng tI7!llslbonal semantIcs 0 a Vall
, ., ., STG and Its corresponding CCS agent expressIon are

2; For each P'X:' a and Utlbal actIOn a: deline agent observation-equivalent [8]. This is imponant because it

S I (a. ) recursIvely Ut two steps as follows- means that the decomposition procedure preserves the

.Phase I (Prolix); external rehavi<.-aI properties (i.e. liveness and safety)

Ufi(a!) is empty then SI(a!) e a!.S2(a!), of the original graph. Therefore it is possible to study
else SI(a!) & si.a!.S2(a!) the behaviour of the protocol in the CCS domain.

where Si is the sync action name associated tofi(a!). s AJooob..",. that {I..).Nil-si.Nill s;.NiL



r+ protocols. Signal transition graphs, which can be

derived from timing diagram s~lfications, are capable

of expressing the interaction that occur between the ele-

i.+ mentary operations in a protocol. However STG's are

V not very amenable to composition. Process algebras

rs J such as ccs overcome this problem by using a parallel

~ + composition operatoc that allows the designer to com-

(a) r bine modules to buiJd up more complicated systems.

S2 In this paper we have suggested a decomposition

b+ i- IX"ocedure that converts STG's into CCS agent expres-

(; ~ sions. Not only does this procedure exploit the natural

A ;\ concurrency among the signals involved in protocols

b- iSl- but also does express the handshake edges between

agents more explicitly. A new type of actions called

AND actions is inb"oduced to describe multi-way syn-

(b) R = r+.(soNill s2.r-. R) chronizations w~ich occur in .general joiJ}/forks con-

G = so.t+.(sJNill s2.t-. (sJNill G» Sb1Jcts. ~D acuons can be simulated using standard

GA = soNill Sl(zg+) CCS actions so that tools such as the CWB can be used

Sl(ga+ ) = sJ.U+.(s2Nill sJ.U-.(soNill SJ~+ » to analyze our protocol agents.

B = s2.b+. (sJNill b-.B) 7.3 Future work

Prot = ( R I G I GA I B ) The main contribution of this paper is perhaps the dem-

onstration of how to b'anSfonn valid STG's into a com-

(c) R = r+.So. S2J-. R position o~ .CCS agents. The appli~ation of the gen.eral

G = so.z+.SJ. s2.Z-. sJ. G dec.omposluon PfOC;edure. results In agent expressions

GA = so. sJ.iQ+.S2. sJ.IJl.-. GA which are not wntten In. stan?ar~ concurrent .f.orm

B = s2.b+.(SJ' b-).B (SCF). ~e ~ c~ntly Investlgaung the conditions

Prot = ( R I G I GA I B ) under which It IS possIble to reduce ~urther an agen~ Prot

..to SCF. The next step we would like to pursue IS the

Figure 9. Bus arbl~atlOn protocol: (a) STG; development of interface design methodologies that can

(b) corresjXlndlng CCS expression; deal with incompatible protocols. A complete system

(~).reduced CCS agent. ...consisting of two components would be of the form

.The decompositiOn proce:dure descnh<?d In this ~- System = ProtJ I Jnteiface I Prot2 such that the interface

tlon produces agent exJX'essIons Prot which are not In preserves the partial order defined on the transitions by

standard concurrent form (SCF), i.e. Pro! is not written the protocols.
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